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Foreward 
 

 
 

YPICA Lee Lim Ming College was established in September, 1987 by Mr. 
Lee Lim Ming, the deceased chairman of Yan Ping Industrial and Commercial 
Association.  Mr. Lee was benevolent and generous.  Apart from doing business, 
ha had a strong mission of nurturing students and providing quality education.  
Thus, he donated the whole fee for the establishment of the school.  Mr. Lee is a 
role model for both the teachers and the students in our school. 
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Vision and Mission 
 

 

With the motto "Developing Morality and Encouraging Diligence", the school is 
determined to nurture individuals pursuing academic excellence and developing the virtue 
of filial piety.  We aim at promoting cultural integration and providing education to 
students of different ethnicities with the mode of international education in a government-
aided school.  Local Chinese students' language ability and creativity is therefore much 
enhanced in such a diversified learning environment.  Non-Chinese students can apply 
themselves more easily to their school life or even to the Chinese society here in Hong 
Kong. 
 

Every year, the school organizes "Cultural Day" and “Cultural Night” to promote 
multi-cultural understandings among students, "Study Tour to China" to take Chinese 
and non-Chinese students to experience Chinese culture and "Overseas Study Tours" to 
broaden students' horizons in global contexts.  "Worldwide Wonders" in the morning 
assembly enhances students’ learning in English in different subjects in an innovative way.  
School-based "Careers and Life Planning Activities" provide opportunities for students 
to understand their own strengths and weaknesses and different requirements in different 
fields so as to make informed choices. "Lee’s Got Talent" develops students’ potentials.  
"YPICA Teacher-Student Sports Competition" and "YPICA Teacher-Student Games 
Camp" foster better communication between teachers and students.  All these activities 
create an active learning environment to accommodate students’ needs and help one 
another advance with mutual understanding and commitment. 
 

To cater for the different needs of students, a variety of school-based subjects 
including Moral and Civic Education, Career and Life Planning, World Cultures, Fitness 
Lessons and Reading Lessons have been implemented.  The school has also started to re-
structure the senior form curriculum.  To enhance effective learning of Chinese, the 
Chinese Department of the school designs a school-based curriculum for Non-Chinese 
students to obtain different internationally recognized qualifications in Chinese.  Students 
get excellent results in archery, football, basketball, pop bands, dancing, Chinese martial 
arts and choral speaking. 
 

Students have strong sense of belonging.  They are very contented in the school.  
Students fully enjoy activities on the playground and learning activities in their classroom.  
They try their best to learn and to strive for excellence so as to contribute to society later.  
The Principal and teachers dedicate themselves to creating a caring learning environment 
for students, full of love and mutual support.  Parents work hard to better their children’s 
growth.  The school has laid a solid foundation for inclusive education and we look forward 
to seeing better development of both Chinese and non-Chinese students.  Cultural 
integration is more of a daily practice than just an ideal in our school.  Students have a very 
fulfilling school life in YPICA Lee Lim Ming College.  It remains a very treasurable 
memory throughout their lives. 
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School Motto 
 

 
 

 Our motto is “developing morality and encouraging diligence”.  Developing 
morality aims at cultivating mature and proactive individuals who have good 
sense of responsibility.  Encouraging diligence aims at nurturing hardworking 
students who pursue knowledge and studies. 
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YPICA LEE LIM MING COLLEGE 
School Administration Organization Chart  
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School Facilities 
 

  
 

Established in 1988 and situated in Shan King Estate, Tuen Mun, our school covers over 6000 
square meters of land.  The construction of the school is basically composed of 3 parts: classrooms, 
special rooms and the hall.  There are 24 classrooms and 22 special rooms, including a Multi-media 
Learning Centre, 2 Computer Rooms and a Campus Television Station.  In addition, there are an 
outdoor basketball court and a volleyball court.  Plants are grown everywhere in the school. 
 

In order to facilitate teaching and learning, adequate facilities and equipment are available for 
each subject, it includes more than a hundred of computers and tablets.  Classrooms and special 
rooms are equipped with computers, projectors and screens in order to facilitate multi-media 
learning and teaching.  A large scale projector and a screen are installed in the school hall for the use 
of different activities.  Since the set up of Quality Education Fund, our school has been funded over 
HK$1.4 million to construct a “Second Stage” and a “Multi-purpose Design and Technology 
Learning Centre”, as well as to install aluminum windows and air-conditioners in all classrooms.  
Funded jointly by the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust and the Quality Education Fund, all 
the classrooms have been installed with air-conditioners.  All special rooms and the school hall have 
also been air-conditioned with the financial support from the School Management Committee.  
Thus, students can learn more effectively and comfortably.  In order to maintain a high teaching 
standard, some facilities and equipment are maintained and replaced every year. 
 

With the completion of the school improvement programme, 7 additional classrooms, a lift, 2 
lifting platforms and a Student Activity Room with an area over 150 square meters were provided.  
Several large-scale school improvement programmes were also completed, including replacing the 
aluminium hinges of all the windows, replacing the blackboards of all the classroom on the 4th and 
5th floor, replacing the gate of the rear entrance etc.  To conclude, regular maintenance and repair are 
carried out in both the interior and exterior of the school premise to ensure students have a 
comfortable and favorable learning environment. 
 

A school with well-equipped facilities is the paramount foundation of providing quality 
education. 
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School Overview 
 

Class Structure and Curriculum 
 

Our school is a whole-day secondary school.  In this academic year, there are 18 Form 1 to Form 6 classes.  
There are 4 classes in F.1 and 2 classes in F.2.  There are 3 classes in each form for F.3-F.6. 
 

(1) Subjects offered in F.1-F.3: 
Chinese Language, English Language, Mathematics, Liberal Studies, Chinese History, Geography, 
History, Economics and Public Affairs, Computer, Putonghua, Music, Visual Arts, Home Economics, 
Moral and Civic Education, Activity Classes and Physical Education.  (Integrated Science is offered to 
F.1 and F.2 students.  Career and Life Planning is offered to F.3 students.  World Cultures is offered to 
F.2 students.  Physics, Chemistry and Biology are offered to F.3 students.  Economic and Public Affairs 
is not offered in F.1, Geography is not offered in F.2 and History is not offered in F.3.) 

 

(2) The new senior secondary curriculum has been implemented in F.4.  Chinese Language, English 
Language, Mathematics and Liberal Studies are compulsory subjects.  In addition, students need to 
choose two electives – one from each of the following streams: 

Chinese Class: 

Stream 1 Physics 

Stream 2 Information and Communication Technology 
 

 

Non-Chinese Class: 

Stream 1 Information and  
Communication Technology 

Business, Accounting and 
Financial Studies 

Health Management 
and Social Care 

Stream 2 Tourism and 
Hospitality Studies Physical Education   

 

(3) The new senior secondary has been implemented in F.5.  Chinese Language, English Language, 
Mathematics and Liberal Studies are compulsory subjects.  Students need to choose two electives – one 
from each of the following streams: 

Chinese Class: 

Stream 1 Biology Information and Communication Technology 

Stream 2 Economics Physics 
 

Non-Chinese Class: 

Stream 1 Business, Accounting and 
Financial Studies 

Information and 
Communication Technology 

Tourism and 
Hospitality Studies 

Stream 2 Geography Health Management 
and Social Care Physical Education Visual Arts 

 

    (5A and 5B students may take Mathematics Extended Module 2) 
 

(4) The new senior secondary has been implemented in F.6.  Chinese Language, English Language, 
Mathematics and Liberal Studies are compulsory subjects.  Students need to choose two electives – one 
from each of the following streams: 

Chinese Class: 

Stream 1 Biology Business, Accounting and Financial Studies 

Stream 2 Economics Physical Education 
 

Non-Chinese Class: 

Stream 1 Chemistry Geography Business, Accounting and 
Financial Studies 

Health Management 
and Social Care 

Physical 
Education 

Stream 2 Physics Biology Information and 
Communication Technology 

Tourism and 
Hospitality Studies Visual Arts 

 

    (6A and 6B students may take Mathematics Extended Module 2) 
 

There are 20-minute fitness lessons or reading lessons every day for F.1-F.3 classes. 
There are 20-minute reading lessons or Moral and Civic Education lessons every day for F.4 classes. 
There are 20-minute reading lessons or Career and Life Planning lessons every day for F.5 and F.6 classes. 
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Allocation of Periods of Each Subject 2019-2020 
 

Form 1 to Form 3 
 

Subject 
 

Form 

Eng 
Lang 

Chi 
Lang 

Maths 
Chi 
Hist/
Act 

Geog Hist EPA Phy Chem Bio IS PTH LS Mus PE VA 
HE/ 

MCE 
HE/ 
WC 

HE/ 
CLP 

Comp 
Lit 

MCE Read 
Fit 
Ex 

ASM 

1 6 5 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0.7 1.1 1 
2 5 5 5 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0.7 1.1 1 
3 6 5 4 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0.7 1.1 1 

 
 

Form 4 (For Chinese students) 
 

Subject 
Eng 
Lang 

Chi 
Lang 

Maths LS Phy ICT PE Music Read MCE ASM 

No. of periods 
per week 

6 6 5 4 3 3 1 1 1.4 0.4 1 

 
Form 4 (For Non-Chinese students) 
 

Subject Eng Lang Chi Lang Maths LS 
ICT/BAFS/ 

HMSC 
THS/ 
PE 

PE Music Read MCE ASM 

No. of periods 
per week 

6 6 5 4 3/3/3 3/3 1 1 1.4 0.4 1 

 
Form 5 (For Chinese students) 
 

Subject 
Eng 
Lang 

Chi 
Lang 

Maths LS 
Bio/ 
ICT 

Econ/ 
Phy 

PE MCE Read CLP ASM 

No. of periods 
per week 

5 5 5 4 4/4 4/4 1 1 1.4 0.4 1 

 
Form 5 (For Non-Chinese students) 
 

Subject Eng Lang 
Chi 

Lang 
Maths LS 

BAFS/ICT/ 
THS 

Geog/HMSC/ 
PE/VA 

PE MCE Read CLP ASM 

No. of periods 
per week 

5 5 5 4 4/4/4 4/4/4/4 1 1 1.4 0.4 1 

 
Form 6 (For Chinese students) 
 

Subject Eng Lang 
Chi 

Lang 
Maths LS 

Bio/ 
BAFS 

Econ/ 
PE 

PE Read CLP ASM 

No. of periods 
per week 

6 5 5 4 4/4 4/4 1 1.4 0.4 1 

 
Form 6 (For Non-Chinese students) 
 

Subject Eng Lang Chi Lang Maths LS 
Chem/Geog/ 

BAFS/ 
HMSC/PE 

Phy/Bio/ 
ICT/ 

THS/VA 
PE Read CLP ASM 

No. of periods 
per week 

6 5 5 4 4/4/4/4/4 4/4/4/4/4 1 1.4 0.4 1 
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Number of Students 
 

 
Our school is a government-aided secondary school.  There are 18 classes with 

284 students in total. 

 
Form Number of Classes Number of Students 

F.1 4 69 

F.2 2 35 

F.3 3 40 

F.4 3 40 

F.5 3 55 

F.6 3 45 

Total 18 284 

 

 

 

 

Teacher-to-Student Ratio 

 
 

Number of Teacher：39 

Number of Students：284 

Teacher to Student Ratio：1：7 

 

Form Teachers and Students Ratio 

F.1 to F.6 1 : 7 
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Information of Teaching Staff Qualifications 
 

 

   

Graduate Master / Mistress 37 (37 Bachelor Degree Holders, 

including 18 Master Degree 

Holders, 37 Holders of Teacher 

Certificate) 

Native English Teacher 1  

Total number of teachers 38  

 
Teaching Experience  

Years of Teaching Number of Teachers 

1-5 4 

6-10 4 

11-15 7 

16-20 3 

21-30 16 

31-40 4 

Total number of teachers 38 

 
 
 

Time-tabling 
 

 

Each class is scheduled a time-table with assigned time slots and venues 

for lessons according to the needs of each subject every year.  General 

speaking, specific needs of most of the subjects can be satisfied.  
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Y.P.I.C.A. Lee Lim Ming College
Time Allocation

2019-2020
  

Class 1A 1B 1C# 1D# 2A 2B# 3A 3B# 3C# 4A 4B# 4C# 5A 5B# 5C# 6A 6B# 6C#
English Language 6 6 6 6  5    5 5 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 6 6 6
Chinese Language 5 5 5 5 5  5    5 5 6 5 5
Mathematics 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Liberal Studies 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Chist / Act Period 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Geog 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Hist 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EPA 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Econ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4
THS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IS 4 4 4 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Phy 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 4 0
Chem 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

000

0
0
0

 3   3AB3   3
5     5     5 6     6     6 5     5　 5 5     5     5

443

44

4
4

0
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0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 4 0
Chem 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
Bio 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 4
Comp / ICT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 4
BAFS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
HMSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HE 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 0.5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
PE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
PE (DSE) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Music 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PTH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCE 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1 1 0.4 0.4 0.4 1 1 1 0 0 0
CLP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 1 1 0 0 0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
World Cultures 0 0 0 0 0.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reading 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Fitness Exercise 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assembly 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

# Non-Chinese Class

0
0

0

3 4

4
4

4
4
4

0

443

443

440

3
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Homework Policy 
 

 
 
 
 

The purpose of homework is to consolidate students’ learning in lessons, to assess 
their learning progress and to serve as a reference to input new learning.  Therefore, 
our school puts great emphasis on the design and quality of homework.  The design of 
homework is at the discretion of each subject.  Teachers design appropriate homework 
to cater for different students’ learning abilities and needs.  Apart from examinations, 
students’ daily performance during the whole year is assessed.  Thus, continuous 
assessment is adopted.  Both summative and continuous or formative assessments are 
equally emphasized or important.  In order to encourage students to be serious with 
their homework, marks of homework (homework, projects or uniform tests) are 
contributed to the annual scores of the subject. 

 
There are no fixed formats of homework required by the school.  Teachers take 

the nature and needs of the subjects into consideration when designing homework for 
their subjects. 

 
Students’ daily performance is evaluated based on the marks of homework, 

uniform tests and projects.  The term marks of F.1 and F.2 amount to 40% of the 
subject.  The term marks of F.3 to F.6 amount to 20% of the subject. 

 
F.1 – F.3 students are provided with homework handbooks.  Students are asked to 

record their daily homework, e.g. revision, preparation, dictation, and tests.  To 
enhance the home-school cooperations, parents should supervise their children in 
doing their homework and revision.  Parents should also inspect and sign the 
homework handbook every school day. 

 
There is a monthly calendar for each class posted on the bulletin board in the 

classroom.  The monitor should write down the homework, dictation, tests, preparation 
work and other important details on it in order to let teachers observe the homework 
distribution of the class and remind students of the importance of homework. 

 
Subject teachers should mark students’ homework and make adjustment when 

necessary.  The book inspection of the whole form is carried out by the principal, vice-
principals, KLA heads and subject panel heads to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
homework. 
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Medium of Instruction 
 

 
 
 
 

In order to facilitate students’ learning and enhance the effectiveness of 

learning by using a language students are familiar with, Chinese as the 

medium of instruction is adopted in junior secondary classes. 

 

Since the adoption of Chinese as the medium of instruction, students have 

been more devoted to and have made obvious progress in academic studies.  

In addition, English learning is further strengthened in order to equip students 

with the essential language skills to further their studies. 

 

There are extended English learning activities for F.1 – F.3 non-language 

subjects, including Mathematics, Liberal Studies, Integrated Science, 

Economic and Public Affairs, History, Geography, Biology, Physics and 

Chemistry.  Some periods of Home Economics and Music are taught in 

English in order to increase students’ exposure to more authentic and daily 

English.  Many different kinds of activities on language-across-curriculum are 

held. 
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Chinese Language 
 

 

Chinese Class 

Objectives 
(1) To foster the capacity of different areas：Reading, writing, listening and speaking, 

Chinese culture, moral virtue.  So that they are able to pursue life-long learning.  
(2) To develop a habit of reading independently. 
(3) To develop a sense of appreciation as well as positive values and attitudes.  
(4) To develop students’ thinking, nurture their moral value and responsibility. 
(5) To enhance their knowledge in Chinese culture, understand their national identity 

and be committed to contributing to the nation and society.  
 

 

Non-chinese Class 

To ensure that students could attain the learning targets, we plan and design a 

balanced and comprehensive school-based language curriculum.  The Chinese 

Language curriculum for Non-chinese student provides a flexible and robust 

curriculum framework in order to adapt our own curriculum in accordance with 

students’ talents and intelligence, in order to cater for their holistic and personalised 

development, facilitating them in building a good foundation in Chinese language. 

The central curriculum framework is founded on fundamental and connected concepts 

within major fields of knowledge which should be acquired by all students at different 

stages of education.  It provides a context for the development and application of 

generic skills, positive values and attitudes.  
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English Language 
 

Objectives: 
Our English Department aims at enhancing students’ four fundamental English language 
skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing.  By using a structured approach, students 
build on their skills and prepare them for Territory-wide System Assessment (TSA) and the 
Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education examinations (HKDSE).  To achieve this, we 
make learning English an enjoyable experience by presenting lessons through games and 
activities that keep them interested and engaged.  These activities are good opportunities for 
students to practice their skills in real-world scenarios, making them confident English 
communicators. 
 
Activities: 
The English Society holds different English learning activities every year, such as Halloween 
House, Scrabble Competition, Spelling Competition, Tongue Twister, and many more. The 
highlight is our English Day which is held once a year.  Every year, we explore how English 
is used through different themes from movies and songs to idioms.  Various activities like 
game booths and inter-class competitions (The Lee Awards) such as film making, dub 
challenge and band show, help to make English Day an exciting, interactive, and immersive 
event. 
 
We provide opportunities for students to join different competitions like Solo Verse 
Speaking, Choral Speaking and Radio Drama Competition.  We were proclaimed Champion 
in the 70th Hong Kong Music and Speech Festival and placed 4th in the 11th Hong Kong-
wide Radio Drama Competition.  
 
Students are also encouraged to join our school multimedia teams to improve their English 
communication skills.  Our Filmmaking Club produces a variety of shows wherein students 
get to act or do news reporting.  Students who want to develop their writing skills may also 
contribute their work to our English magazine called Spring. 
 
Furthermore, Language-Across-Curriculum events also include English activities.  On 
Cultural Day, students get to share more about their cultural backgrounds through English 
presentations, booth games, or shows.  Meanwhile, events like Lee’s Got Talent and the 
Amazing Race also provide students the opportunity to enhance their language skills through 
singing, acting, and solving puzzles.  All these events, including our daily morning 
assemblies, are hosted by our student emcees. 
 
Our Plan: 
As an international school, we naturally have an English-rich environment and our students 
have the chance to communicate in English every school day.  To encourage them further, 
we plan to organise more cross-curriculum programmes like the Language Buddy 
Programme with the Chinese Department.  A World Book Day event is also in the works to 
increase our students’ interest in reading.  Regular tutorial classes will be further optimized 
to fit the language needs of students. 
 
We also plan to include more interesting destinations on our out-of-town study tours, career-
planning trips, and life-wide learning trips so that students will have more opportunities to 
practice their English skills in real-world situations.  Learning beyond the classroom has 
been proven to be an effective way to reinforce language skills. 
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Mathematics 
 

The Mathematics Department offers the following courses for various levels: 

(1) Mathematics (S1 to S3) 

(2) HKDSE Mathematics Compulsory Part 

(3) HKDSE Mathematics Extended Part (Module 2) 

 

The secondary school mathematics curriculum continues the development of the 

learning of mathematics in the primary school.  To enable students to cope 

confidently with the mathematics needed in their future studies, workplaces or daily 

life in a technological and information-rich society, the curriculum aims at developing 

students: 

(a) the ability to conceptualize, inquire, reason and communicate mathematically and 

to use mathematics to formulate and solve problems in daily life as well in 

mathematical contexts; 

(b) the ability to manipulate numbers, symbols and other mathematical objects; 

(c) the number sense, spatial sense and a sense of measurement as well as the 

capability in appreciating structures and patterns; 

(d) a positive attitude towards mathematics and the capability in appreciating the 

aesthetic nature and cultural aspect of mathematics. 

 

In addressing the needs of our students to face the challenges of the 21st Century, the 

strategies used in this curriculum put emphases on (a) the process of learning; (b) 

catering for learner differences; (c) the appropriate use of information technology (IT) 

in teaching and learning; and (d) the appropriate use of multifarious teaching 

resources.  The ultimate goal is to foster the attitudes to be interested in learning 

mathematics and be confident in their abilities to do mathematics. 
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Liberal Studies 
 

Liberal Studies aims to broaden students’ knowledge base and enhance their 

social awareness through the study of a wide range of issues.  The modules selected 

for the curriculum focus on themes that are significant to students, society and the 

world, and are designed to enable students to make connections across different fields 

of knowledge and to broaden their horizons. 

 

Through exploring themes important to the modern world, it helps students to 

extend their breadth of knowledge, depth of understanding, independent thinking 

skills and ability to make connections.  The study of Liberal Studies enables students 

to explore different pathways for further studies and future careers.  Liberal Studies 

will help to foster intellectual ability in general, and develop multiple perspectives 

that will be of benefit to students in further studies at the tertiary level.  The civic 

literacy, social awareness and ability to make informed decisions that students will 

have developed will also prepare them for effective learning and wise decision 

making in the ever-changing work environment. 
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Physics 
 

 
The aims of the Physics Curriculum are to enable students to: 

 

● develop interest in the physical world and maintain a sense of wonder and curiosity 

about it; 

● construct and apply knowledge of physics, and appreciate the relationship between 

physical science and other disciplines; 

● appreciate and understand the nature of science in physics-related contexts; 

● develop skills for making scientific inquiries; 

● develop the ability to think scientifically, critically and creatively, and to solve 

problems individually or collaboratively in physics-related contexts; 

● understand the language of science and communicate ideas and views on physics-

related issues; 

● make informed decisions and judgments on physics-related issues; and 

● be aware of the social, ethical, economic, environmental and technological 

implications of physics, and develop an attitude of responsible citizenship. 

 

The curriculum attempts to make the study of physics interesting and relevant.  It is 

suggested that the learning of physics should be introduced in real-life contexts.  The 

adoption of a wide range of learning contexts, learning and teaching strategies, and 

assessment practices is intended to appeal to students of all abilities and aspirations, 

and to stimulate their interest and motivation for learning.  Together with other 

learning experiences, students are expected to be able to apply their knowledge of 

physics, to appreciate the relationship between physics and other disciplines, to be 

aware of the interconnections among science, technology, society and the 

environment in contemporary issues, and to become responsible citizens. 
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Chemistry 
 
1. Aims of the Subject (Purpose) 
 

The broad aims of the Chemistry subject are that students should acquire:  
1. an interest in, and enjoyment from, the study of chemistry; 
2. some knowledge of the empirical world of chemistry; 
3. an ability to carry out chemical experiments; 
4. an ability to observe accurately and objectively; 
5. an ability to think scientifically; 
6. an ability to solve problems;  
7. an ability to communicate using the language of chemistry; 
8. an awareness of the social, economical, environmental and technological 

implications of chemistry; and  
9. a readiness in becoming responsible citizens in the changing world. 

 
2. Objectives 

With the broad aims in view, it is possible to identify the general objectives upon 
which the syllabus content is based. 
 

A. Knowledge and Understanding 
Students should be able to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of: 
1. some chemical vocabulary, technology and conventions;  
2. selected facts, phenomena, practical techniques, laws, principles, theories 

and concepts in chemistry and their limitations; 
3. the interlinking, and sometimes transitory, nature of chemical concepts; and  
4.  relevant applications of chemistry in society and in everyday life. 

 
B. Scientific method and problem solving skills 

Students should be able to: 
1. identify problems from given situations; 
2.  formulate and test hypotheses; 
3.  draw conclusions and make predictions; and  
4.  select and apply acquired knowledge and understanding to solve problems. 

 
C. Practical Skills 

Students should be able to: 
1. handle chemicals safely and use chemical apparatus and instruments to the 

appropriate limits of accuracy; 

2. carry out instructions for experiments; 

3. observe and record experimental observations accurately; 

4. interpret and evaluate observations and experimental data; and  

5. devise and plan experiments. 
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Biology 
 
The aims of the Biology Curriculum of our school are to: 

1. Help our students to appreciate the wonders of the living world and to respect for 

life. 

2. Arouse students’ interest in biology and help them to become spontaneous 

learners. 

3. Help our students to think creatively, to make scientific analyses and comments on 

biological problems in order to make rational and independent decisions. 

4. Develop the observation, operation and experimental skills of our students. 

5. Develop our students’ ability to retrieve relevant information through various 

channels, as well as their self-confidence towards learning. 

6. Help our students to understand the “scientific methods”. 

7. Help our students to acquire knowledge and understand the principles of biology 

that enable them to continue their studies. 

8. Make our students the contributions of biology to our society and concern about 

the relationship between biology and personal, social, environmental and 

technological issues. 

 

To enable students to learn more effectively and joyfully, the Biology Curriculum of 

our school is designed to meet the ability and development needs of different 

students.  The course materials are closely related to our daily life so as to arouse the 

students’ interest and to bring out the relationship between the subject and everyday 

life. 

 

Besides the content, our curricular design also focuses on developing our students’ 

abilities in different aspect.  We adopt interactive and collaborative learning model on 

daily life examples.  Our students are encouraged to take their initiative to learn and 

to apply their biological knowledge through various activities such as doing 

experiments, data collection and discussion.  In addition, concise notes and 

appropriate audio-visual aids will also be provided in order to enable our students to 

learn systematically and accurately. 
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Integrated Science 
 

Science and technology is an important part of our modern life.  We make use 

of scientific inventions every day.  High speed trains, octopus cards, mobile phones, 

computers, advanced medical equipment and genetic modified food are examples of 

scientific inventions. 

Science is so important that it is necessary for students to foster scientific 

thinking during the science learning process, but what is scientific thinking?  I think 

teachers should spark their children’s curiosity in science with detailed step-by step 

science experiments and let them investigate and explore things from proposing 

explanation to observations.  Furthermore, students need to set up a hypothesis to the 

questions and design experiments to test the hypothesis.  Scientists generally base 

scientific hypotheses on previous observations and it enables prediction by reasoning.  

Scientific methods are methods of inquiry and the conclusion must be based on 

empirical and measurable evidence. 

Scientific methods can be applied in other disciplines.  We hope that every 

student can learn basic knowledge and also foster the scientific mind. 

The curriculum structure of Integrated Science is four laboratory lessons in each 

week in Form 1, three laboratory lessons in Form 2.  One more lesson is added in 

Form 1 to foster students’ abilities to connect knowledge from different disciplines in 

STEM.  We focus on science process skills and use guided discovery approach to 

teach students.  Students can actively participate in classroom activities and explore 

the wonderful world of science. 
 
 

Computer Literacy 
 
Our school offers Computer Literacy in junior forms and Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) in senior forms.  There are three well-equipped 

computer rooms and seven IPAD kiosks in our school to support and enhance 

teaching and learning of IT education. 

 

The objectives of the school IT education is to help students acquire basic 

computer knowledge and generic skills such as problem solving, critical thinking, IT 

skills, creativity and communication as well as develop responsible and positive 

attitudes towards the use of information education. 
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Economic and Public Affairs 
 

Economic and Public Affairs (EPA) is a subject offered in junior forms.  This subject 

enables students to develop a basic understanding of economic and political issues, 

the economic and political foundation of Hong Kong society, and their 

responsibilities and rights as citizens and consumers.  This kind of basic 

understanding is the essential elements and foundation of being a citizen of Hong 

Kong.  Economic and Public Affairs is a subject for junior form students and it aims 

to let them have a basic understanding of our society, so the contents chosen are easy 

to understand and interesting to enhance the efficiency of learning. 
 
 

Economics 
 

Economics is one of the six elective subjects in the Personal, Social and Humanities 

Education Key Learning Area in the three-year senior secondary curriculum.  The 

study of economics helps students to understand the human world through enquiring 

into how resources are used to serve individuals and society.  It also contributes to the 

development of critical thinking and decision-making skills, which are crucial for the 

all-round development of students and, in particular their development as life-long 

learners and responsible citizens.  Students’ interest is the pre-requisite to the 

cultivation of these skills.  Huge satisfaction can be derived when students can apply 

theories and analytical skills learned to different phenomenon in reality.  Therefore, 

students with passive learning habit may not be preferable. 

 

 

Geography 
 

Objectives: 
 

1. To develop knowledge and understanding of geography 

2. To enhance students’ interest in geography and let them learn happily 

3. To develop critical thinking and creativity through geographical enquiry 

4. To develop positive moral and values; and show respect for all peoples 

5. To encourage teachers’ participation in professional career training 

6. To improve students’ performance in public exams 

7. To encourage the use of I.T. and STEM in teaching 
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History 
 

History is a discipline of enquiry and analysis.  Studying history engages 
students in an active learning process of asking meaningful questions about the 
past, collecting and analysing sources, and drawing conclusions supported by 
evidence.  
 
The study of history helps students understand the human world by exploring 
into its origins in the past.  Furthermore, in order to make sense of current 
affairs, it is also important to study the past as everything which is happening 
around us has been influenced by, or is a result of, the things that preceded it. 
 
Such knowledge and skills are essential for developing an understanding of the 
changing relationships of people, locations and events in the past and how they 
impact on the human society today and in the future.  Therefore, learning 
history helps students understand the current situation of contemporary society 
in a more objective and comprehensive way.  In summary, it provides the 
essential learning experiences that students need for the future. 
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Chinese History 
 
Aims: 
 
(1) China is a great country with a long history.  It is an important element to 

maintain the centripetal force among different nations within the country.  
The main aim of this subject is to enable students to understand our 
traditional culture heritage as well as the cultures of different nations. 
 

(2) Over the past centuries, the culture of Hua-Xia has integrated into 
different cultures of other nations.  It enriches our own culture.  Hence, 
the second aim of this subject is to let students understand the cultural 
exchange between China and the western countries. 

 
(3) As time goes by, the things we have are originated from the past.  Hence, 

the third aim of this subject is to enable students to understand the past 
and evolution of the modern world. 

 
(4) The study of Chinese History is based on the knowledge and judgement 

of historical facts.  Hence, the fourth aim of studying this subject is to 
develop the analytical ability of students and their critical thinking. 

 
(5) To broaden horizon, the main aim of this subject is to learn the moral 

values from distinguished people of the past.  It can also foster students’ 
conduct. 

 
Objectives: 
 
The teaching of Chinese history in junior forms does not focus on the details of 
historical events.  Its aims are to identify the relationship between causes and 
consequences of historical events as well as develop students’ analytical 
ability.  The learning of Chinese history should be interesting.  It should 
develop a sense of self-learning among students. 
 
In senior forms, students have to learn the rise and downfall of different 
dynasties, the important institutional system, the economic development, the 
sino-western transportation, the philosophy of Chinese thinkers and the spread 
of religious beliefs in China. 
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Tourism and Hospitality Studies 
 
In Hong Kong, the current transformation of the economy has altered the 

economic landscape.  In particular, the tourism and hospitality industry has taken 

on a role of growing importance in the local economy.  In equipping students for 

this new socio-economic environment, the THS programme provides students 

with a solid foundation of knowledge about the industry.  The profile of tourism 

and hospitality education, especially at the tertiary level, has developed and 

matured.  Thus, the introduction of THS opens up opportunities for senior 

secondary students with a strong interest in this field to pursue their studies 

further. 

 

THS enables students to explore and understand the relationship between 

individuals and society through the study of local and international tourism and 

hospitality trends and issues, and their social, economic and environmental 

impact.  For example, the study of the social aspects of tourism and hospitality 

education will not only enhance students’ personal development, but also help 

them to develop a sense of ethical responsibility and a healthy hospitality culture 

of benefit to the community. 

 

THS is a complex field of study.  Directly or indirectly, it involves a variety of 

disciplines related to the understanding of tourism.  Its multi-disciplinary nature 

will complement students’ learning in other subjects.  For example, the study of 

sustainable tourism development will illustrate the concept of biodiversity and 

social responsibility, through examining contemporary tourism-related issues 

familiar to students. 

 

This curriculum adopts an approach that enables students to acquire a broad 

knowledge an understanding of the tourism and hospitality industry.  Whether 

they are taking this subject with a view to future employment or academic 

pursuits, students will acquire the basic knowledge of this field upon completion 

of the three-year course.  On completing the curriculum, they should have 

acquired relevant knowledge and concepts, and have developed a range of 

technical and generic skills that can be applied in various contexts, especially 

within the service industries sector, such as working in a hotel, a travel agency, a 

tourist attraction or a service related industry.  By providing a wide range of 

learning experiences, the study of THS enables students to explore different 

pathways for further study.  These might include the academic study of, for 

example, tourism and hospitality management studies, architectural conservation 

studies or environmental studies. 
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Business, Accounting and Financial Studies 
 

The BAFS curriculum is built upon a contemporary business curriculum 

structure planned in line with the fast-changing local and global social and 

economic circumstances.  It draws on a range of business-related disciplines 

(such as finance, accounting and business management) to highlight their 

complex interrelationships.  It is considered that an integrated understanding of 

the essential business areas: business environment, accounting, management and 

personal finance.  It will prepare students well for dealing with their personal 

financial concerns when they engage in business and financial activities such as 

consumption, work and investment in adulthood.  The emphasis on different 

roles as consumer, employee, entrepreneur and investor will enhance their 

understanding of business knowledge as a whole, and enable them to view 

business-related decisions from different angles. 

 

Learning Objectives 

BAFS equips students with the necessary knowledge and skills, positive values 

and attitudes to contribute to the business sector and society at large.  The 

learning targets of the curriculum are to enable students to: 

 

1. be equipped with an understanding and capability to search for, interpret, 

analyse and make use of information for business development through 

various activities 

2. understand finance, accounting and business management to develop an 

awareness of and interest in business for planning their academic and career 

development 

3. understand and critically evaluate local and global business issues, not only 

as members of the business world but also as responsible and effective 

citizens 

 

BAFS comprises a compulsory and an elective part – the compulsory part 

provides a broad-based foundation for students for more in-depth study of 

concepts and knowledge in specific modules in the elective part.  It is thus 

important that the concepts and learning elements in the compulsory part should 

be re-examined, integrated and synthesised in the related module in the elective 

part whenever appropriate. 

 

In conclusion, BAFS equips students with the abilities and attitudes to become 

independent learners.  At senior secondary level, business education develops 

students’ intellectual breadth and capacity for lifelong learning to cope with the 

demands of an increasingly complex world. 
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Health Management and Social Care 
 
The subject Health Management and Social Care (HMSC) is a new subject in 

senior secondary education in Hong Kong.  It provides a context for students to 

understand the concepts of health and healthy practices, to take on responsibility 

for good citizenship in building a caring society, and to formulate a caring and 

support system which fits into our local needs and strengths, and assists in better 

managing the transitions our society is involved in.  HMSC aims to develop the 

necessary knowledge and awareness of the health and social problems that are 

affecting not only our lives but also the society and the world at large. 

 

The study of the HMSC curriculum is designed to enable students to: 

(1) understand, analyse and act upon the physical, psychosocial, ecological and 

cultural dimensions of health and social care throughout peoples’ 

developmental stages, and in the context of their communities; 

(2) understand, analyse and act upon health-related hazards, conditions and 

situations, at the local, national and global levels, and in the context of the 

family, the workplace and of personal life; 

(3) develop an understanding of the various approaches to creating and 

maintaining a healthy community and appreciate the value of sustaining its 

development; 

(4) develop the basic competencies necessary to research, analyse, evaluate and 

communicate issues pertaining to health and to social and community care, 

and participate in related support services provided by institutions and 

organisations; 

(5) develop an understanding of the issues in health and social care at and across 

all levels and perspectives, and make proposals for possible solutions to 

these problems; 

(6) develop an understanding of the roles of a responsible individual as a citizen, 

worker or professional, and as an empathetic person in the family, the 

community, the workplace, and society; 

(7) acquire the health knowledge and skills that contribute to community health 

and are important for economic competitiveness. 
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Putonghua 
 
Aims and Objectives 

 

Aims 

1. To cultivate students’ language knowledge and usage by listening and speaking. 

2. To enhance students’ learning interest and build a solid foundation for further 

studies and daily use and deepen their understanding of Chinese culture. 

 

Objectives 

1. To strengthen students’ listening skills in Putonghua, include identifying 

pronunciation and fully understanding the conversation. 

2. To reinforce students’ oral skills, including good pronunciation of Hanyu Pinyin 

in order to communicate efficiently in Putonghua. 

3. To nurture students’ appreciation of Chinese culture through learning 

Putonghua. 
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Visual Arts 
 

It is absolutely believed that every student has various kinds of talent.  Their 

aesthetic and artistic ability can be developed by means of visual arts education.  

Similar to other subjects, Visual Arts is a subject in which plenty of knowledge 

and techniques can be learned.  As a matter of fact, Visual Arts is not only a 

mysterious subject, on the contrary, it is full of vividness and interest.  More 

importantly, it is linked to our daily life. 

 

The teaching aims of Visual Arts in our school are as follows: 

a) Fostering students’ ability in critical thinking through observation, analysis 

and assessment. 

b) Cultivating students’ ability in solving problems and making decisions 

through making artworks. 

c) Nurturing students’ ability in making art.  Besides, strengthening their 

aesthetic development and enriching their lives 

 

The objectives of Visual Arts curriculum in our school are to enable students to: 

a) grasp the fundamental knowledge, theories and techniques in Visual Arts 

through art marking and art appreciation. 

b) learn more methods to select appropriate tools and media through lessons and 

activities. 

c) provide feedback and judgment on art works based on different aesthetic 

perspectives of art. 

d) recognize and cherish the artistic products through art making and art 

appreciation. 

 

Apart from the formal lessons, we also stimulate student’ interest and 

participation in art through extra-curricular activities internally and externally. 
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Home Economics 
 

Home Economics is one of the subjects in the Technology Education Key 

Learning area.  It comprises three major areas of study.  They are Food, 

Nutrition and Diet, Home and Family and Needlework, Dress and Design.  

Home Economics aims to equip students with the knowledge, skills and 

values that will help them make appropriate lifestyle choices. 

 

Food, Nutrition and Diet enables students to understand the relationship 

between nutrition, diet and health.  The aim is to guide students to develop a 

healthy eating habit and achieve a healthy lifestyle. 

 

Home and Family deals with the skills and principles of running a home.  It 

equips students to become an independent member of the family.  Students 

have the opportunity to explore an environmental dimensions of life, e.g. 

environmental protection in home living and green home decoration.  Students 

become aware the impacts of environmental issues on the family. 

 

Needlework, Dress and Design enables students to develop an 

aesthetic sense and creativity through the design and production processes of 

fashion and clothing.  It enables students to understand the importance of 

colour, fabric and other design elements on fashion ideas and fashion trend. 
 

 

Physical Education 
 
PE is a subject that sets out “to educate student through physical 

activities”.  It aims to develop students’ physical competence and 
knowledge of movement and safety, and their ability to use these to 
perform in a wide range of activities associated with the development of 
an active and healthy lifestyle.  It also develops students’ confidence 
and generic skills, especially those of collaboration, communication, 
creativity, critical thinking and aesthetic appreciation. 

 
Moreover, we organize different kind of sports activities, e.g. 

different ball games, sports carnival, sports leadership training, etc.  
These programs can consolidate all they have learnt in the PE lessons.  
Also, they can enrich their sports knowledge.  Finally, they can have 
all-round development. 
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Music 
 

Music education is a kind of aesthetic education.  Through singing, appreciating, 

composing or performing, everyone is experiencing music with different perspectives.  

As different student have different cognitive and perceptive approaches to music, a 

music lesson must consist of various activities in order to arouse students’ interest and 

fulfill their desire to learn music. 

 

Moreover, students can learn music through participating music activities such as 

choir training, instrumental classes and singing contest.  They can benefit much from 

learning music. 

 

 

 

Moral and Civic Education 

 
The Curriculum Development Council has stated that moral and civic education is 

one of the essential learning experiences required for whole-person development.  It is 

vital in helping students build up positive values and attitudes, in such a way as to face 

the challenges of the twenty-first century. 

In response to these key messages, the school has begun the Moral and Civic 

Education curriculum for junior forms (Form 1 - Form 3) since 2004, and the senior 

form (Form 5) since 2010 respectively.  We help our students, through the curriculum, 

build a sense of consciousness and respect for man; the awareness of performing the 

main duties in life of the individual, at home and in society; the spirit of patriotism; an 

elementary knowledge of the legislative, administrative and judicial systems, citizen’s 

rights and duties; a sense of right and wrong, of the impact their actions will have upon 

themselves and others, and the ability to stand by their decisions in the face of criticism, 

ridicule or opposition, or to change them in changing contexts; the concept of value and 

respect the others.  We believe that trained students will be equipped with high levels of 

self-confidence and determination that makes them capable of dealing with the general 

ups and downs of life. 
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Career and Life Planning 

 
The subject aims at 

(1) helping students understand their abilities and aptitudes in perspective of 

multiple intelligences; 

(2) clarifying the importance of one’s interests, abilities and values in career and 

life planning; 

(3) letting students understand their roles in different situations, so as to make a 

preliminary exploration of their vacations. 

(4) elaborating the importance issues to be addressed in making a career decision; 

(5) introducing students the concept of multiple pathways 

(6) helping students establish good personal management skills; 

(7) enhancing students’ awareness of the importance of career and life planning 

which is essential for an enriched life. 

 

To help students grasp the content of this subject effectively, a lot of daily life and 

relevant personal situations are used as illustrations.  Teaching is basically 

interactive in nature.  This is to involve more students to participate in classes 

learning activities such as group discussion, role-play, games, etc..  Assessment, 

formative in nature, is based upon students’ reflection in the process of learning. 

 

The subject works collaboratively with the Career Guidance Team of the school and 

participates in the activities organised by the team with the mission to provide 

quality career guidance to students of all forms. 
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World Cultures 

 
The aims of the World Cultures Curriculum of our school are to: 

1. enable students to recognize and understand the cultural differences between 

various ethnic groups and countries, as well as their history and contributions. 

2. enable students to understand different cultures, values and thought patterns, so 

as to enrich their lives and widen their horizons. 

3. guide students to appreciate and treasure their own cultural assets, as well as 

cultural assets of other ethnic groups. 

4. overcome racial prejudice. 

 

The course designed primarily to arouse the students’ interest in learning, strategies 

including the use of everyday examples and various learning activities.  We hope 

that through sharing interesting information and daily news, students will become 

more interested in learning; also at the same time to help them to understand the 

relationships between cultures and the society, which is one of the major concerns 

of the NSS curriculum.  In addition, we will encourage students to participate 

actively in various learning activities, in the hope of helping them to develop their 

generic skills as well. 
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Reading Periods 

 
Recently, promoting reading has been one of the four key tasks in the education 

reforms.  However promoting reading in our school is not something new.  As a 

teacher librarian, I deeply understand the anxiety of other teachers in making 

students feel interested in reading.  How to help students to acquire reading skills?  

How to select good books for them?  The teachers are eager to know the answers of 

the above questions and they also hope students can achieve reading objectives as 

soon as possible.  Thus, I and other teachers concerned implement reading periods 

in our school regularly.  We have designed a set of reading courses for our students.  

By taking these courses, students can have more chances to read high quality 

reading materials and they can acquire reading skills as well.  Also, it will help both 

teachers and student to have more interaction to recommend or share high quality 

reading materials. 

 

For students, the most important thing is that we let them experience the fun of 

reading.  They will love reading only they have fun in it.  Then we can broaden 

their horizon and arouse their interest in reading which will lead them to be life-

long learners. 

 

The benefits of reading are numerous.  Many people misunderstand that the value 

of reading is only on academic achievement.  In fact the value of reading is much 

more than that.  The most important thing is to develop students’ imagination and 

creativity through reading. 

 

Hong Kong is a society where information explosion takes place.  By reading 

newspapers and magazines, students may keep abreast of current affairs.  Hong 

Kong is an exam-oriented society and students can reduce the pressure through 

reading. 
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Administration Committee 
 

Education, by its very nature, is a life-long process.  A school can only 

accomplish its goals in education if all the teaching staff would collaborate as an 

entire entity, full of mutual support and understanding and share common 

missions and visions.  Based upon this, the administration committee is therefore 

established with the principal, vice principals and heads of vital departments as 

its core members.  The committee focuses on coordinating the administrative 

works, establishing overriding aims of the school and scheme of work for 

schooling. 

 

The school strives for quality education which is one of the slogans of recent 

education reforms in Hong Kong.  To achieve this goal, we consider the well-

being of students, make good use of facilities and allocate the resources all as a 

whole.  Regular meetings in the committee are held to discuss matters related to 

learning and teaching, school management, school education, moral education, 

extracurricular activities, etc so as to make relevant policies.  We aim at 

promoting quality education to make the school advance for the benefits of 

students.  Another role of the committee is to plan for teacher development as 

teachers are the most treasurable asset of the school. 

 
 
 

Department of Studies 
 

Our Work: 

1. Cultivate students’ interest and ability in proactive learning through increased 

student involvement and engagement in lessons. 

2. Improve academic results by helping students set realistic individual goals in 

a supportive environment. 

3. Promote teachers’ professional development by seeking out advancement in 

teaching methodology and acquiring new technology to enhance the quality 

of learning and teaching. 

4. Manage the administration of different academic departments to be in line 

with our mission and vision. 

5. Promote cross-curricular collaboration among departments and inspire 

students to adopt a holistic approach in learning to fully activate all the 

aspects of a learner’s personality.  

6. Manage students’ promotion or retention and recruit new students. 
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Information Technology Management Committee 
 

The committee aims to promote Information Technology education in the school 

and to help integrating IT into the other subjects so as to raise the teaching and 

learning efficiency as well as students’ interest in learning. 

Objectives:  

1. To formulate and co-ordinate the policies and development plans of 

information technology in the school. 

2. To organize and promote IT education training programmes. 

3. To promote and facilitate the use of IT in teaching and learning in all subjects. 

4. To develop a system to acquire and store the IT teaching materials. 

5. To allocate and manage resources of network, hardware and software systems 

effectively. 

6. To support and promote the use of School Administration and Management 

System. 

 

 

 

School-based Guidance Committee 
 

The establishment of the School-based Guidance Committee is to strengthen the 

communication and the cooperation between units in the school.  We hope to 

maximize the benefits for our students by conjoining our current resources in 

forming a well-rounded guidance team.  The committee includes members from: 

Discipline Team, Guidance Team, Extra-curricular Activities Team, Career 

Team, Civic Education Team, Health Education Team and Advisory Board of the 

Students’ Union. 
 

Our objectives are as follows: 

1. Drafting themes for the school, monitoring and coordinating the execution of 

the relevant events and activities. 

2. Coordinating all aspects of developmental and preventive guidance programs. 

3. Implementing form-meetings to strengthen the communication and the 

connection between Discipline teachers, Guidance teachers, Subject teachers 

and Form-teachers. 
 

Through various activities, we hope to develop and reinforce students’ good 

behavior, at the same time, remind students to avoid committing any bad 

behavior.  In hope with the participation of all staff and students, we can together 

create an open and caring environment for our school. 
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Discipline Team 
 

The focus of the discipline team is positive guidance and exhortation.  It aims 

at teaching students to understand the meaning behind the school rules and making 

students have self-discipline, self-reflection and self-responsibility.  At the same 

time, the discipline team has implemented the “Good Student Scheme” to 

encourage students to improve their behaviour with regard to the violation.  If they 

are dedicated to showing improvement, the violation record can be cancelled.  The 

goal of putting stringent requirements for students today is to develop their good 

habits and lay a good foundation for their future. 

 

 In addition, we often organize different forms of activities for students, such as 

anti-crime seminars, visit to correctional institutes, etc. the target of using different 

activities is to remind students to step forward on the right track and to help them to 

establish the correct values. 

 

 

Guidance and Counseling Team 
 

We believe that guidance and counseling are vital elements in YPICA Lee Lim 
Ming College.  These two components are specifically designed to assist all students 
through a clearly articulated program.  Our program utilizes an integrated approach 
that is to be assessed by students on a regular basis.  Guidance represents a 
comprehensive program of activities, which is an integral part of the Division of 
Support Services. 

 
Guidance is a process of supporting students to develop knowledge of self as a 

unique individual in relationship to the environment.  Counseling is the art of helping 
people.  It is student-centered.  The Guidance program provides for the personal, 
educational and emotional needs of all students from F.1-F.6. 

 
Guidance draws on all appropriate resources to secure the maximum benefits 

for our students.  Although school counselors take the lead in carrying out program 
strategies, administrators, teachers, parents and community agencies are an 
invaluable part of the counseling team.  Our Guidance Department depends upon the 
active participation of all individuals who care about the optimum development of 
our students. 

 
Furthermore, the Guidance Department provides students with information and 

experiences that will develop positive attitudes and values.  The program helps 
students acquire life-long learning skills needed for making thoughtful decisions and 
problem-solving. 
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Integrated Education Team 
 

The establishment of the Integrated Education is to help students with special 

education needs to assimilate into their daily school life, and to develop in a caring, 

accepting, and fair learning environment. 

 

Our objectives are as follows: 

1. Assist all shareholders of the school, including teachers, parents, guardians, and 

students, to create a respectful, accepting, and helpful school environment. 

2. Coordinate resources and support on academics, counseling, examinations, and 

school facilities for students with special education needs. 

3. Help promote professional development of teachers on Integrated Education. 

 

 

 

Careers Guidance Team 
 

The 21st Century has presented many opportunities as well as challenges to 

teachers, parents and students.  People feel frustrated at the crossroad and we are no 

exception. 

 

Students look forward so much to their new footsteps in post-secondary education.  

However, with so many uncertainties, they are stressed out to a certain extent.  It is 

not easy for them to make the best choice for themselves.  Besides, many 

youngsters nowadays lack vision to their future.  Without a long term goal, 

‘tomorrow’ sounds pretty far away from them.  Also the ever changing Hong Kong 

economy, together with the changes in demand and supply of elites for different 

careers, life and career planning has become an essential element in their school 

life. 

 

Careers Guidance Team tries to help students understand their aptitude, their 

interests and their ability and make the right choices for themselves through 

different activities such as talk, visits and assemblies.  Besides, in line with the 

development of the NSS, Careers Guidance Team works with different tertiary 

institutions and corporations in Hong Kong to provide information on higher 

education as well as work-related experience to our students. 
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Civic Education Team 
 

Becoming a responsible and positive citizen should be the goal of every individual.  

Civic Education Team aims at increasing students’ self-civic awareness and 

promoting active participation in community affairs by organizing various 

activities.  We hope to improve their sense of responsibility and belonging to Hong 

Kong.  To strengthen and deepen the sense of national understanding of our country 

is also one of the goals of our team. 

 

 

 

 

 

Health Education Team 
 

The aims of the Health Education Committee 

1. To guide students to live healthily. 

2. To help students to adapt to physical and psychological changes in the adolescent 

period. 

3. To respect and appreciate others. 

4. To develop proper ways to communicate with people of the opposite sex. 

5. To have correct ideas on moral and sex education. 

 

The Health Education Committee tried to give information to students.  They can 

analyze critically and finally develop correct attitudes to become mature and 

responsible citizens in society. 
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Extra-curricular Activities Team 
 
 

 Extra-curricular activities (ECA) are crucial to the formal curriculum in school, 

so our school provides various meaningful and enjoyable activities for students.  

The main objectives are: 

 

(1) to enhance classroom teaching with supplement of different learning 

experiences,  

(2) to interact with students on personal values and moral concepts in a more 

feasible situation, 

(3) to promote personal development of students and explore their potentials, 

(4) to provide chances of developing social skills of students,  

(5) to make school life more interesting and challenging,  

(6) to improve teacher-student relationship and a sense of belonging. 

 

We believe that ECA is a perfect tool for holistic education and is a “second 

classroom”. 

 

 All teachers in school participate in ECA.  30 clubs, which are categorized into 

Academic, Sports, Services, Interest Groups and Art, are set up this school year.  

Activities are supervised either by our teachers or coaches of relevant professional 

organisations.  All students are compulsory members of the Chinese, English and 

Mathematics Society and they can opt for at most 3 other clubs as membership.  

Moreover, the school has set up “Core Programmes” for F.1 students.  The “Core 

Programmes" includes Scout, Girl Guide, Sea Cadet, Chinese Martial Art, Dance, 

Sports training, VA activities, Jazz Drum, Electronic Guitar, and African Drum.  

Every F.1 student has to join 2 of the above items.  Various inter-house and inter-

class activities, such as Lee’s Got Talent Competition, Gardening Competition, 

Civic Education and Bulletin Board Competition etc are organized throughout the 

school year.  On the other hand, our students also engage actively in different inter-

school events.  The results are encouraging. 
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Extra-curricular 
Activities Team 

Organization of Extra-curricular Activities 
 

 
  Red House 
  Yellow House 
  Blue House 
  White House 

    

  
   Chinese 
    English 
  Academic Mathematics 
   Humanities 
   Science, technology, Engineering 

& Mathematics Education  
    
 
   Football 
   Basketball 
    Volleyball 
    Table-tennis 
    Badminton 
    Rope-skipping 

                                                                                                                         Practical Air Shooting 
Kabaddi 

  Billiards  
        Archery 
   Floor Curling 
   Korfball 
   Floor Ball 

   Adventure Activities 
    

Scouts 
   Girl Guides 
   CYC 
   Hong Kong Sea 
   Cadets 

Junior Police Call  
   

      
   Home Economics 

Drama and Film 
Making 

   Martial Art 
   eSports 
       
        
                                                                                                                               Music 
   Dance 
    Visual Arts 
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Sports 
Sports 
Association 

4 Houses 

Services 

Interest 
Groups 

Art 
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Students’ Union 
 

 
The Students’ Union was established in 1998.  It is a student organization formed 
by the election of all students in the school.  
 
 
Aims and Objectives: 
 
1. Strengthening the team spirits, self-autonomy and awareness of civic 

education among our students. 
 
2. Cultivating the students’ leadership skills through promoting and organizing 

extra-curricular activities.  
 
3. Serving as a communication channel between school and students  
 
4. Promoting and providing different welfare and services to students. 

 
5. Enhancing students’ sense of belonging to school and making their school life 

fruitful and rewarding. 
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 Events Highlights
  Lee's Got Talent 
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 Events Highlights
30th Speech Day 

Cultural Day

Cultural Night
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Events Highlights
Exploration of Further Studies and History in Macau
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 Events Highlights
33rd Sports Day

Graduation Party
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Career Day

English Day

Chinese Day

Math Day

English Activity

 Events Highlights
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Conclusion 
 

 
 
In order to cultivate students with good personality and character with 

all-round development, moral, intellectual, physical, social and aesthetic 

education should be equally emphasized.  We deeply believe that teachers 

not only ‘teach’, but also ‘educate’ students.  Thus, teachers are eager to 

communicate with students and establish a good relationship with them.  

They educate students by teaching and acting as models.  Only under the 

concerted effort of teachers and students, our school can make improvement 

in the areas of discipline, academic results, moral and guidance, as well as 

extra-curricular activities.  We will continue t o strive for the best. 
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